
Helping you move from the life you have 
to the life you dream about.

your home selling guide





We understand that your house is one of the biggest financial investments of 
your lifetime, and we appreciate the opportunity to guide you through the selling 
process. We don’t take this responsibility lightly.  

Selling your home may bring nervousness, emotion, anticipation, and questions. 
We are here to make sure you have all of the tools you will need to make the best 
possible decisions. This includes walking you through the systems and processes 
that we have developed, tested, and refined for over 150 years.

Your interests, goals, and dreams are our number one priority. To help you achieve 
them, we will need some information from you. You may want to start thinking 
about some of the big questions. What are your goals? What is your timeline for 
selling or moving? What is most important to you? What are the different scenarios 
or options that you would consider?

In our appointment, we will go through current market trends and discuss pricing 
and marketing strategies. All of these conversations will maximize your chance to 
sell within your timeline, receive the most at closing, and set you up for success in 
selling your home. 

Thank you for taking the time to review this information. We look forward to guiding 
you through the process!
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HOW RUHL&RUHL REALTORS CAN HELP YOU
Real estate is really about getting to know you and your family’s current situation, where you want to 
be next, and how we can help you achieve your goals. We are committed to helping you move from 
the life you have to the life you dream about.

Ruhl&Ruhl was founded in 1862. We understand what makes your community special and we have 
the knowledge to sell your home in your specific neighborhood. Since 2010, Ruhl&Ruhl Realtors has 
been ranked as the largest privately-owned real estate company in Iowa by RISMedia’s Power Broker 
Report. We pride ourselves on being your expert advisor, so you can make the best-informed decisions. 

What makes Ruhl&Ruhl Realtors different is that we provide you the resources of a large company with 
a local family touch.

It all started in a little grocery store in 1862 where insurance and real estate were sold. 
Five generations and thousands of homes later, Ruhl&Ruhl Realtors is still helping 

people realize their dreams.
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YOUR RUHL EXPERIENCE
When you hire a Realtor, there are some minimum items you can expect to be done to sell your 
home. They are all valuable services that help market your home for sale. If you hire a Ruhl&Ruhl 
agent, your Ruhl Experience is different. We provide you and your home with a tailored marketing 
and exposure plan to put your property in the best position possible to sell.

Marketing/Promotion

Yard sign

Your home featured locally online & in the MLS

Promotion on national website

Host open houses

Broker/Realtor tours with feedback

Enhanced promotion on Realtor.com (national website)

Enhanced promotion on the leading regional website, 
RuhlHomes.com

Home warranty partnership with AHS

Video tour of your listing featured on YouTube

Customized mailings (Just Listed, Just Sold, 8x8, etc.)

Shared with Ruhl&Ruhl agents at sales meeting

Listing appears on Ruhl&Ruhl Personal Shopper  
reports emailed to potential buyers

Large regional Facebook presence & digital ads

Personalized plan to meet your individual goals

Weekly Neighborhood reports with local market 
updates

Weekly Seller reports

Relocation department, which helps you find 
potential buyers for your home

Listing featured on Homesnap app

Professional photos

Time-tested and proven process

Your home highlighted on agent websites

Relevant data and accurate market trends, 
so you can make informed decisions

Home Service vendor partnerships

In-house loan services

Insurance partnership

On-site legal compliance team

Full-time customer service staff who ensure a timely 
follow up on buyer inquiries

Local marketing expertise and full-time staff

Basic Services
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FAMILY OF SERVICES
We know a real estate transaction can be overwhelming and confusing. We partner with our 
family of services to help provide you with the easiest and best experience. Ruhl&Ruhl Realtors 
is truly a one-stop shop where we talk to each other to ensure a smooth and easy real estate 
transaction.

RUHL MORTGAGE
Offering the convenience 
of both home buying and 
home financing options, 
Ruhl Mortgage will keep you 
informed and updated throughout the process of your 
transaction. They will handle your transaction with quality, 
value and integrity. Learn more at RuhlMortgage.com.

NELSON BROTHERS 
AGENCY
Receive the best coverage 
at the most competitive price 
with the Nelson Brothers Agency. They represent many 
reputable insurance companies from homeowners and auto 
to life insurance and personal coverage. Learn more at 
NelsonBrothersAgency.com.

AHS HOME 
WARRANTY
When trying to sell your 
home, you want to make it stand out from the rest. Homes 
with warranties sell up to 15% faster and for a price of 2.2% 
higher. Listing coverage from AHS can help you avoid 
putting money into repairing or replacing items that you 
have decided to sell. Learn more at AHS.com.
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MAXIMIZE YOUR HOME’S MARKETING
To maximize our marketing, we conduct research into where the buyers are looking for homes. This 
information also helps us to sell your house and net you the most possible money at closing.

Ruhl&Ruhl Realtors provides surveys to all buyers to gauge their experience and get more insight into 
their habits. Here is just some of the information we gather.

Internet 39%
Real Estate Agent 37%
Yard Sign 9%
Friend/Relative 5%
Open House 5%
Newspaper 1%
Other 4%
 

Internet

Real Estate Agent

Yard Sign

Friend/Relative

Open House

Newspaper

Other

Where Are Buyers Finding the Home They Purchased?
The most telling statistic about buyers is where they actually found the 
home they purchased. If you know the most popular places people are 
finding their future homes, you can position your property in the right places. 

Nationally in 2017, 95% of 
all buyers searched online
with 89% of these users finding the 

property’s photos “very useful.”

In 2017, 49% of all national buyers found the home they purchased online. 
We partner with Realtor.com to enhance our national presence.

Locally, 76% of all buyers found their
future home either online or from their Realtor in 2017.

In 2017, 39% of all buyers locally found the home they purchased online. 
Almost all buyers will review homes online before doing a walk-through with 
their agent.

This is why it is important to highlight your home on RuhlHomes.com, the 
region’s most-visited local website, and utilize your agent’s expertise and 
connections.

37%

39%9%

5%

5%
4%

1%

Internet 39%
Real Estate Agent 37%
Yard Sign 9%
Friend/Relative 5%
Open House 5%
Newspaper 1%
Other 4%
 

Internet

Real Estate Agent

Yard Sign

Friend/Relative

Open House

Newspaper

Other

Internet

Real Estate Agent

Yard Sign

Friend/Relative

Open House

Newspaper

Other

Local according to Ruhl&Ruhl Realtors survey results.
National according to National Association of Realtors.

Where Local Buyers Found the Home they Purchased in 2017

2001
First time internet 
surpasses print ads.

2009
Internet is 3x as powerful 
as yard signs.

2017
68% of buyers found their 
home through a mobile 
application.

2005
First time internet 
surpasses yard signs.

PURCHASING HISTORY

52%
of all buyers were under 
the age of 44 years old

10 Miles
median distance to new 
home from previous home

36%
were first-time 
homebuyers

2017 MIDWEST BUYERS
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MARKETING YOUR HOME LOCALLY
As Iowa’s largest privately-owned real estate company, we have the most eyes on our site in 
the region. This gives you an edge over the competition. RuhlHomes.com is the regional website 
leader, and draws visitors looking in eastern Iowa, western Illinois, and southwestern Wisconsin.

RuhlHomes.com - the region’s premier real estate website
We have 13 Multiple Listing Services (MLSs) all in one place. We include all homes for sale and 
sold from all companies.

In 2017, there were 

over 2.1 million visits 
to RuhlHomes.com and our 

agents’ personal pages.

On average, there are 

5,914 daily visits 
to RuhlHomes.com and our 

agents’ personal pages.

When you list with Ruhl&Ruhl, your home will stand 
out from other companies’ listings on RuhlHomes.com 
giving you more exposure to potential buyers. 

Total number of users on RuhlHomes.com 

increased to 722,265 in 2017.

Personal Shopper Notifications
Your property will be sent to all buyers who have your 
home’s criteria set up in their Personal Shopper report. 
Updates to your property, including open houses, will be 
emailed to buyers as well. This allows potential buyers to 
be notified about your home instantly from our website.

Over 2,500 Personal Shopper reports are currently set up 
and new ones are being created each day.

Over 2.1 Million 
visits

5,914 Average Daily 
visits

TOTAL VISITS TO RUHLHOMES.COM

~ 2017 ~

RuhlHomes.com Agent’s Websites

TOTAL USERS ON RUHLHOMES.COM

0 1,000,0002017

722,265
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REALTOR.COM
Our partnership with Realtor.com allows us to put your listing 
in front of buyers all around the country. 

With almost 55 million visitors each month, you extend 
your listing’s exposure to all 50 states.

Ruhl&Ruhl enhances your listing on Realtor.com which allows 
your house to stand out from the thousands of other listings, 
giving you an advantage over the competition.

Over 100 million total property views annually in 
Ruhl&Ruhl’s markets alone! 

HOMESNAP APP & WEBSITE
Homesnap is our national search portal, featuring accurate, real-time 
information that is also used by agents. This national app puts your home 
in front of millions of users and is the top-rated real estate app in the App 
Store.

Connect directly with your agent and access real-time data with this 
powerful searching tool in the palm of your hand!

MARKETING YOUR HOME NATIONALLY & INTERNATIONALLY
It is important to showcase your home to as many potential buyers as possible. Your home will 
benefit from our partnerships with many relocation and national companies. This will increase your 
home’s exposure to people around the country and around the world.

INCOMING TRANSFEREES TO BUY YOUR HOME
As an independent real estate company, Ruhl&Ruhl Realtors has the benefit of partnering with 
national and international relocation companies. This allows us to show your home to individuals 
and families relocating and looking to purchase immediately. 

We are a principal broker for the Cartus Network of real estate companies. Cartus includes over  
800 real estate companies and 285,000 agents in more than 14,000 real estate offices. They close 
in excess of 90,000 transactions per year. Cartus has an international presence doing business in  
114 countries and territories worldwide. 

We work with over 25 additional relocation companies, including Brookfield Global, SIRVA, Altair, 
Nexus, NEI Global, Aires, WHR Group, and many more. 

We also receive referrals from USAA as part of their real estate rewards program. 

Take advantage of the exclusive exposure your home will receive from these many relocating 
transferees, who are excellent prospective buyers for your property.
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SOCIAL MEDIA PRESENCE
The way buyers search for homes has gone mobile so it is important to get your listing to them 
on the go. Your home will be showcased on our mobile website, through video, and phone apps 
to provide your home a blend of targeted advertising and pertinent notifications.

22% of visits to RuhlHomes.com
came from social media sites and our blog, RuhlBlog.com. 

FACEBOOK
Our Facebook page promotes real estate information, updates on our 
agents, trends in the market, and great resources to help you make 
informed decisions.

Our Facebook page is the leading regional real estate company 
page, which increases our reach and gives you a vast audience 
that you and your agent can utilize to help sell your home.

Facebook Marketing Opportunities
Your agent has the opportunity to advertise your home and open 
houses on Facebook to get more activity on your listing and increase 
traffic to open houses. This is one of the many ways your agent can 
tailor a marketing plan specifically for your house and target the right 
potential buyers.

By being proactive, we may find a buyer for your home who didn’t even know they were looking!

YOUTUBE
Videos are becoming a popular and 
necessary way to highlight your home. 
This slideshow provides a virtual walk-
through of your home and showcases 
your property’s features to buyers. 

When you list with Ruhl&Ruhl, your 
home will get a video tour created for 
it automatically. This also helps SEO 
(Search Engine Optimization), or the 
likelihood your home will show up in 
searches.

Ruhl&Ruhl video tours were viewed a total of

124,773 times on YouTube in 2017.
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STEPS IN THE SELLING PROCESS
There are several steps you will need to go through when you sell your home. Here is an outline 
of what to expect. However, feel free to ask questions about the process. We are here to keep you 
informed and guide you through making the right decisions for your goals.

YOU ARE HERE

We attend the 
closing & you 

sign documents

You decide to 
sell your home

We determine 
your timeline 

& goals

We determine 
the pricing 

strategyAgent explains the 
process, agency, & 
answers questions

We decide on 
a marketing plan 

to maximize 
exposure

You prepare 
your home for 

showings

Agent provides 
feedback & 

progress reports

Agent 
advises 

& negotiates 
all o�ers on 
your behalf

Accepted & 
signed o�er

Agent provides 
closing timeline Agent assists 

with title & 
mortgage 
process

Agent negotiates 
inspection
(if necessary)

You arrange for 
utility transfer & 

make moving 
arrangements

Agent facilitates 
the final 

walk-through

Proceeds check 
delivered to you

PROPERTY 
SOLD!

Your home 
goes active
on the MLS

You start 
receiving 

o�ers

Agent starts 
marketing plan
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CURRENT MARKET REPORTS
Ruhl&Ruhl Realtors provides automated reports to give you detailed information so you can make 
informed decisions. Stay up-to-date on the activity for your home as well as the activity for the local 
real estate market. 

Neighborhood Report
The Neighborhood Report gives you a detailed snapshot 
of a specific neighborhood or area. We will set this up for 
your house so you can see what is currently for sale, what 
has gone pending, and what recently sold in your home’s 
surrounding area. This report gives you in-depth details 
on the market from week to week, so you know how to 
remain competitive in your neighborhood. 

Market Tracker
Market Tracker reports are provided on the 7th of each 
month and cover residential real estate activity in a 
specific zip code. This report provides graphs and year-
to-date comparisons. This supplemental report includes 
all types of homes but gives you a great idea of regional 
trends.

Seller Report
Our Seller Report is a weekly report of the online activity 
for your property. This report shows how many users have 
viewed your specific home, how many times your home 
has appeared in a search, activities that were completed 
by a visitor viewing the listing, and how many times your 
property has been emailed to users via our other reports 
(Neighborhood and Personal Shopper reports). 

Valued Customer,

Valued Customer,

Valued Customer,
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QUARTERLY FACTS & TRENDS
You can gain insights into the regional market including current real estate facts and market 
trends with Ruhl&Ruhl Realtors’ quarterly Facts & Trends newsletter. Your agent will help you 
understand your specific neighborhood’s facts and trends with a detailed Comparative Market 
Analysis (CMA) during your appointment.

This newsletter provides a market snapshot for entire regions all the way down to specific cities. 
Some types of information provided in this quarterly report include:
 • Average Sales Price    • Number of Homes Sold
 • Total Sales Volume    • Current Inventory
 • Percent Change from Last Year  • Sale to List Price Ratio
 • New Housing Starts    • New Home Inventory & Sales
 • Months of Inventory    • Absorption Rates

Ruhl&Ruhl is the only regional company that compiles and 
provides this information free of charge to the community. 

Your Ruhl&Ruhl agent can get you signed up to receive this newsletter and will take the time to 
explain what these numbers mean for you and your home.

Facts & Trends
R e a l  E s t a t e

Ruhl&Ruhl Realtors Winter 2018

Caroline Ruhl, CEO
Chris Beason, President

RuhlHomes.com

IN THIS ISSUE:
page  4
Regional Home Values 
Appreciated 2.09% - 4.72%
page  4
Ruhl&Ruhl Realtors 
Celebrates 2017 - Best 
Year Yet!
page  6
Tax Reform and Its Impact 
on Residential Real Estate 
page  7
Growing Condo Sales 
Bolster New Homes Market

 2017 was another good year for real 
estate sales and appreciation in home 
values in our region. We expect the 
improving economy and corresponding 
job growth and buyer confidence to fuel 
sales in 2018. Overall in the region, sales 
volume was up 8% and the average sales 
price was up 5%. The number of properties 
currently listed for sale is down 12%. There 
was considerable variation from market to 
market, which can be seen on our Regional 
Activity Chart on page 2.

Forecast for 2018
 1. Appreciation and Price Increases 
Will Continue: In our region, homes 
appreciated from 2.09% to 4.72% last 
year, depending on the market and the 
price range. See the article on page 4 
for appreciation details by market, and 
changes in average sales prices by 
market on the chart on page 2.
 “The acceleration in home prices 
is good news for both homeowners 
and the economy because it leads 
to higher home equity balances that 
support consumer spending and is a 
cushion against mortgage risk,” notes 
Frank Martell of CoreLogic.
 The escalation in home prices reflects 
both the lack of supply of affordable 
inventory relative to strong demand, and the 
strengthening economy. Less expensive 
homes are appreciating more due to strong 
demand and low inventory, while expensive 
homes are appreciating less due to excess 
inventory and lower demand.
 2. Mortgage Rates Trending Upward: 
Economists agree that mortgage rates 
will rise, but are divided on just how 
much the increase will be. On average, 
they forecast 4.5% by the end of the year 
with a few outliers predicting 5%. The 
projected increase falls far below the 
perceived threshold - approximately 

6% - at which potential buyers 
typically exit the market. Of course, we 
remember when the threshold was 12%, 
and we still sold a lot of houses.
 As of January 17, 2018 mortgage rates 
with no points were:
15-year Conventional Fixed...........3.500%
30-year Conventional Fixed...........4.000%
FHA/VA 30-year Fixed...................3.875%
5/1 ARM (adjustable rate mortgage)......3.875%
 The sooner a buyer buys in 2018, the 
lower his or her rate, and the more house 
they can afford for the same monthly 
payment.
 3. Affordable Inventory in High 
Demand but Short Supply: Investors 
have absorbed 20% of our affordable 
homes. In 2017, 13% of homes sold 
nationally were sold to investors and they 
are still buying. Overall, the lower priced 
a home is, the greater the demand, which 
also is causing higher appreciation. We 
continue to be stuck in a “chicken and egg” 
situation whereby would be sellers know 
that they will likely have no problem selling 
their existing home, but they will not list 
until they have found somewhere to buy.
 One to three months of inventory 
is considered a seller’s market, 4-6 a 
balanced market and 7 months or more a 
buyer’s market. Sellers need to find out 
how many months of inventory there is 
in their neighborhood and price range. 
This varies by market. For example, in 
the Iowa Quad Cities there are 2.6 months 
of inventory below $450,000 and 7 months 
above $450,000; while in the Illinois Quad 
Cities there are 4.2 months of inventory 
below $300,000 but 7.6 months above 
$300,000 (see the chart on page 2 for 
months of inventory by market).
 4. Millennials and their Baby 
Boomer Parents: “Baby boomers 

Healthy Housing Market in 2018

Continued on page 2
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MARKET VALUE OF YOUR HOME
One of our most important roles is to develop a value positioning strategy that will help you net the 
most amount of money at closing in the time frame you have allotted.

Real estate is unique because no two properties are exactly the same, and this can make pricing 
confusing. The first place we start is by looking at historical data of similar properties that sold. We 
will go back 6-12 months to find comparable properties similar in style, location, size, features, and 
amenities, and make adjustments to come up with an estimated market value. This value will most 
likely be within 10% of the final selling price of your property.

However, our conversations don’t end there. We will also look at the current properties on the 
market (competition), list to sales price ratios, and supply and demand. All of these factors play a 
strong role in our pricing strategy and ultimately how we will position your property in the market 
to net you the most amount of money at closing and give you the highest probability of selling 
within your allotted time frame.

said staging made it easier for buyers 
to visualize the home as their own77%
of buyers were more willing to visit a 
home they saw online if it was staged40%

of staged homes saw a 1% - 10% increase 
in the o�ered amount from buyers50%

saw an increase of 1% - 10% in the 
o�ered amount on a staged home44%

Findings from Buyer’s Agents

Findings from Seller’s Agents

Staging Statistics
courtesy of Keeping Current Matters for 2017

• The possessions in your home

• What you need to net from the sale

• The amount you owe on your home

• The price you want for your home

• Original or recent appraisal value

• What your neighbor’s house sold for

• The county assessor’s valuation

• How much your home is insured for

• Your memories/experiences in the home

• The price of homes where you are moving

Doesn’t Impact Market Value

Buyers’ Eyes
The best way to position your home in the 
market is to look at your property through the 
potential buyers’ eyes. Buyers are ultimately 
the people who determine a property’s value. 
To a buyer, value is determined by the following 
factors: 
  • Physical location

  • Features and amenities (e.g., a deck, size 
     of yard/lot, fireplace, type of flooring, 
     updates, etc.)

  • Floor plan: including bedrooms, bathrooms, 
     square feet, etc.

  • Price

  • Condition of the house

What You Can Control
It is often not cost-effective to modify your 
property’s floor plan or to add additional 
features and amenities. As a result, there are 
two factors you can control:
  • The price
     - Adjust the asking price of the home
     - Offer attractive terms: financing, closing 
        costs, possession, inclusions, etc.

  • Your home’s condition
     - Improve the curb appeal
     - Paint the rooms and/or exterior
     - Deep clean or replace carpet/flooring
     - Improve the way the property shows to 
        buyers with staging
     - See more ideas on page 15
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HOW TO PRICE YOUR HOME
This is the most important step when listing your home. Not only does pricing your home right impact your 
sale price, but it also can dictate how quickly your home sells and if you have a good or bad real estate 
experience. Luckily, your Ruhl&Ruhl Realtor will be there to help guide and advise you during this process.

Importance of Pricing Right
Our mission is to get you where you need to go on time. Your selling timeline will determine how your 
home should be priced in the market relative to other active inventory. Here are the top two reasons why 
you need to price your home correctly from the start.

#1: The most active time on the market is the first 
three weeks.
The best possible chance you have of selling your home is 
within the first few weeks of it being on the market. Pricing 
at fair market value from the beginning ensures the highest 
number of interested and qualified buyers see the home. As 
time passes, perceived value decreases, often times resulting 
in a lower sales price. 

As you can see in the chart to the right, over 50% of homes 
sold within the first 4 weeks, with the majority of homes selling 
in 1 to 2 weeks.

#2: You want to have it seen by as many 
potential buyers as possible.
Only a certain number of homes will sell in any 
market at any given period of time. We can help 
your home be one of them by pricing your home 
right. Buyers have a range where they are willing 
to look for properties. 

The chart to the left shows that if you price your 
home 10-15% more than market value, you are 
only positioning your home to be seen by 30% of 
potential buyers. Buyers will rarely look above 
their price range, but they will look below. The 
more compelling the price the more potential 
buyers your home will be exposed to.

The Housing Market Pond
There are always new properties being added to “The 
Pond” and properties leaving when they are sold. Your 
goal is to stay in the pond’s ‘Flow’ so you move in and 
out of the housing market as quickly as possible. Some 
reasons homes start to sink to the ‘show’ or ‘stagnant 
mass’ portion of the pond is if the price is too high, the 
photos are not appealing, or the home isn’t prepared for 
showings.

+15% over 
market value

Market Value

The Asking 
Price Is:

The Property 
Appeals to:

10%

30%

60%

75%

90%

IMPACT OF PRICE ON VISIBILITY

+10% over 
market value

-10% under 
market value

-15% under 
market value

%
 of Potential Buyers

Number of weeks recently sold homes were on the market

Less 
than 1

1-2 3-4 5-6 7-8 9-10 11-12 13 or 
more

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%
Time on the Market

Stagnant Mass
(Not being Considered)

Flow
(Best Value & Price, Shown & Offers Made)

Show
(Shown, but No Offers)

In
ve

nt
or

y

New
SoldInlet
Outlet

“The Pond”
Current Housing Market
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SUPPLY & DEMAND
Like all markets, real estate values are dictated by supply and demand. Usually a low supply 
and a high demand increase prices, and with higher supply and lower demand, prices will 
decrease. The types of markets are classified as Seller’s, Balanced, and Buyer’s markets. 

What Market are You In?
The type of market we are currently in is based on months of inventory. This is the number of 
properties for sale divided by the number of properties sold over a given period of time. If no 
other homes were listed, this is the amount of time it would take, on average, for the market to 
sell all the current inventory.

Another way to look at this is through absorption rates which is the inverse of months of 
inventory. This shows the rate/percentage of houses bought each month.

LESS THAN
3 MONTHS

SELLER’S
MARKET
Home prices

may appreciate.

BETWEEN
3-6 MONTHS

BALANCED
MARKET
Home prices

may only 
appreciate with 

inflation.

GREATER THAN
6 MONTHS

BUYER’S
MARKET
Home prices

may depreciate.

Odds of Selling
Your odds of selling is a percentage of how likely your home will receive an offer over a period 
of time. This is important because it tells you how to position your home to get your desired 
result. You can increase your odds by adjusting the price of your property.

Example:
If 24 comparable homes sold in the last 12 months, 
they are selling at a rate of 2 per month.

If there are 14 houses comparable to yours on the market 
(including your home), selling at a rate of 2 per month, 
it will take 7 months to sell all the comparable homes.

For your home to sell (receive an offer) in the next month 
when it takes 7 months to sell all comparable homes, 
your odds of selling are 14%. 

Please note that each month the odds of selling will adjust based on the market and needs to 
be revisited regularly. We will work together to determine your exact odds of selling to help 
position your home in the current market to meet your goals.

14 active homes
   2 per month

 1 month
7 months

 24 homes
12 months

          = 7 months

= 14%

= 2 per month



TIPS TO PREPARE
Your home has just one chance to make a great first impression. The following are some items that 
we recommend from our past experience to help your home sell quicker. You can find possible 
vendors at RuhlHomes.com/Vendors. The main focus is to create a clean, spacious, and clutter-free 
home. Above all, depersonalize. Potential buyers should be able to see themselves in your home.
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Your Home’s Curb Appeal
   Mow lawn
   Trim shrubs
   Edge gardens & walkways
   Weed & mulch
   Stack woodpile neatly
   Add color & plants to bare spots
   Clear/Sweep walkways & driveways
   Remove snow, ice, or leaves from walkways
   Remove outdoor furniture in bad shape
   Add a seasonal door mat & decorations
   Paint the front door & mailbox
   Touch up exterior paint
   Clean/Repair patio & deck areas
   Replace old storm doors
   Repair broken windows & shutters
   Repair torn screens & frames/seams
   Repair gutters & eaves
   Check/Repair doorbells
   Check/Repair exterior lighting

The Kitchen & Bathrooms
   Clean appliances on the inside & outside
   Verify appliances are in good working order
   Deep clean floors & baseboards
   Organize all counter space (De-clutter!)
   Organize inside of all cabinets (De-clutter!)
   Put all food & small appliances away
   Put toiletries away
   Remove all rust & mildew
   Clean stained sinks and shower
   Deep clean tile, fixtures, & shower door
   Repair leaky traps, toilets, & faucets
   Replace loose caulking & grout
   Check/Replace lighting to be bright but soft

Be Prepared for Showings
   Open all draperies & shades
   Turn on all lights
   Pick up toys & other clutter
   Make beds & put away clothes
   Quickly vacuum all carpets
   Quickly clean/wipe kitchen & bathrooms
   Quickly dust visible surfaces
   Make sure trash is disposed of in bins
   Safely store all jewelry & small valuables
   Ensure pets are not home & eliminate odors

General Interior Home Tips
   Add fresh paint in light/neutral colors
   Deep clean carpets
   Vacuum blinds & wash curtains
   Dust all surfaces & ceiling fans
   Wax/Refinish hardwood floors
   Shine/Polish/Dust any brass, silver, or crystal
   Wash all windows & window sills
   Clean out & organize closets (De-clutter!)
   Remove extra furniture & worn rugs
   Stage tables, desks, & dressers
   Put out potpourri or scented oils
   Pick up papers, toys, trash, etc.
   Keep all walkways and stairways clear
   Secure jewelry, cash, & other valuables
   Replace/Repair floor coverings
   Repair loose knobs & cracked molding
   Repair squeaky/sticky doors & drawers
   Clean the fireplace
   Check/Repair screen doors

The Garage, Attic & Basement
   Organize & de-clutter all areas
   Increase floor space as much as possible
   Tidy storage & work areas
   Hang up items & stage areas
   Sell, give away, or throw out unwanted items
   Make inspection access easy
   Clean any oily cement floors
   Clean/Paint any concrete floors
   Provide strong overhead lighting
   Make energy-saving insulation apparent
   Clean water heater & drain sediment
   Change furnace filter
   Check/Repair air vents to working order
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SELLER’S HOMEWORK
To help make our time together more efficient when we meet, here are a few items to think 
about and information to gather. We can answer any questions regarding these documents or 
processes when we get together.

We look forward to finding out more about you and your home.

1.  Questions/Concerns: Write down any questions or concerns you have about 
      this pre-listing packet, the selling process, marketing plan, or pricing strategy.

2. Your Timeline: Think about your ideal timeline. When would you like to 
      move? If your house doesn’t sell, do you have another plan? What is important 
      to you during this process? What is the earliest and latest acceptable date for 
      you to close?

3. List of Updates: Prepare a list of enhancements/updates you have done
      since you have owned the property and dates they were completed.

4. Your Home: What do you like about your home? If you were to stay for 
      another 5 years, what would you want to update (if anything)?

5. Communication: What is your preferred method of communication? 
      Who needs to be notified of updates during the real estate process?

6. Loan Documents (if applicable): Obtain a copy of any loan documents 
      showing the lender name and address, loan number, current balance, 
      interest rate, monthly payment, and type of loan (VA, FHA, Conventional, etc.).

7. Homeowners’ Association Information (if applicable): The contact 
      information for your homeowners’ association, financial statement, articles of 
      incorporation, bylaws, list of services provided, and any monthly/annual dues.

8. Title or Abstract: Title policy or abstract, or the location.

9. Recent Inspections: All copies of any recent inspections on your property 
      (e.g., furnace, roof, septic, radon, etc.).

10. Survey (if applicable): A survey of your home - usually kept with your loan 
      closing papers.

11. Hand-Drawn Plot (if applicable): A hand-drawn plot showing location 
      of house, well and septic.

12. Septic Pumping Receipt (if applicable): A copy of any recent service on 
      your septic pumping (if your system was pumped within the last 12 months) or 
      well test reports.

13. Building Access: Access to garage and/or any outbuildings.

14. House Keys: Supply two keys to your front door for the lock box and agent.



Personalization Section for Agents
This folder pocket allows agents to customize this Pre-Listing Packet with personalized 
marketing materials and information about themselves, including date sensitive and 
market specific information. Here is a list of recommended items to be included by agents:

1.  Introduction/Cover Letter (optional)

2. Resume

3. Testimonials

4. Personal Marketing Pieces about You (if created)

5. Custom/Time Sensitive Marketing Pieces
 Examples: Website Comparison Flyer, Unique Marketing Plan, 

         KCM Slides/Flyers/Articles, etc.

6. Copies of Your Marketing Pieces
 Examples: Actual Just Listed Postcard, Agent Branded Facts&Trends, 
         Property Flyer, Social Media Ad Snapshots, etc.

7. Copies of Paperwork
 Examples: Sample Listing Agreement, Seller Disclosure, Lead Paint, etc.

8. Worksheets
 Examples: Seller Proceeds, Home Updates, Mechanical/Appliances Detail, etc.

9. Custom Next Steps (if created)
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